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From The
Head Coach.

Congratulations to all coaches and
gymnasts on all their efforts over the last
month. It has been a massive achievement
in so many ways for BGS to continue
achieving fantastic results across the
board. It is now a very exciting time as the
junior competition season is beginning and
hopefully all our champions are ready to
really get stuck into all the upcoming
competitions. I would also like to thank all
parties involved in our recent survey and
review. There was a lot of good feedback
and we are in the stages of moving this
forwards. Good luck to all the gymnasts
and coaches preparing for the upcoming
events.

Upcoming SPC invitational
24th June
Upcoming State Club Championships
29th June & 1st July



GPS
Championships.

Another incredible effort from our gymnasts and coaches saw BGS have a
fantastic year in 2018. Hosting the GPS gymnastics championships was an
honour with GPS celebrating 100 years and gymnastics being a foundation
sport the day was a great success. Celebrating 150 years for BGS there were
some big efforts from our gymnasts which saw BGS claim its eight
consecutive GPS championship with another clean sweep. Congratulations
to all involved and thank you to everyone who made this day special.

“Any job very well done that has
been carried out by a person who is
fully dedicated is always a source of
inspiration.”
- Carlos Ghosn
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Thank you for taking the time to complete our satisfaction survey. We
appreciate the feedback, positive encouragement and constructive
criticism.
BGS Gymnastics Club prides itself on providing professional and quality
services and in order to maintain this outstanding service we rely on
feedback.

We received wonderful support and some very positive feedback from
our parent/guardian community and we wish to thank you for your
continued support and loyalty to our BGS Gymnastics Club. Whilst we
understand that there are areas too improve, we also know our coaching
and administration staff are working very hard behind the scenes to offer
the best program we can.

The review process still has a few key stakeholders to engage and add
thoughts however throughout the feedback we have received from the
parent community we have identified some common key areas we
believe we can make a difference in. The next step will be putting a
microscope over these areas and developing a strategic plan. From here,
we will work on the operational aspects of the plan and put into place
better processes, systems and strategies to improve these areas.

There was certain feedback we are unfortunately not in a position to take
further at this stage. This feedback will not be lost, however will be
brought up again at a time when there is the potential to take further.
direction of what BGS gymnastics is about at the relevant time.

Survey.
The Australian Championships were held in Melbourne over the week of
May 21st – 28th. This was an exciting opportunity for many BGS gymnasts
who made it onto the Queensland team. With plenty of new faces and the
usual experienced gymnasts Queensland managed to win the National
shield for a 9th consecutive year. A massive congratulations to all gymnasts
and coaches involved in this result. As always, there were some stand out
performances from BGS gymnasts. Level 7 under 13 saw Jackson Wright,
Oliver Waterhouse, Elijah Coombs and Nicholas Hoole help claim 3rd place
for QLD. Elijah picked up a 1st place on rings with Jackson finishing 3rd AA, 1st

on floor and 2nd on rings. Level 7 open saw Lachlan Abbink part of the 1st

placed QLD team. Level 8 under 14 saw Zachary Simpson-Wylde, Fletcher
Griffiths and Alistair Hoole part of the 1st placed QLD team. Along with
Zachary claiming a 3rd on floor. In level 8 open we had Luke Graham part of
the 1st placed QLD team and Kingsley Smith gain some more experience
competing for QLD as an individual. Level 9 under 15/17 had James Hardy,
Mathias Klar and Jandre Van Kniekerk part of the 3rd placed QLD team.
Brooklyn Brougham and Kristian Russell were also out on the floor
competing as individuals gaining some good experience. Mathias picked up
a 3rd on pbars and James Hardy came home with a bag of medals taking out
2nd AA, 2nd on floor, pbars and vault as well as 3rd on pommel and high bar.
Level 9 open saw Alistair Westacott as an individual for QLD and as always
putting a good competition together. Our Senior team was missing a few
names due to injury but Simon Constable did the best job he could to be
part of the 2nd placed team. Jay Pery did his best on a couple of apparatus in
senior as an individual for QLD. Level 10 open had Simon finish 3rd AA and
3rd on rings. Kyle McCartney finished 1st on floor and Lachlan Rowan claimed
3rd on pommel. Jordan VanderWal, Jeremy Milner and Adam Parker all did
their best in the Level 10 open team. Congratulations to all gymnasts,
coaches and everyone else involved in making this another fantastic
Australian Championships.

Nationals.
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